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Abstract 
 Congestion always occurred when the transmission rate increased the data handling capacity of 
the network. Congestion normally arises when the network resources are not managed efficiently. 
Therefore if the source delivers at a speed higher then service rate queue, the queue size will be 
higher. Also if the queue size is finite, then the packet will observed delay. MATLAB Software was used 
to carry out simulations to develop Congestion control optimization Scheme for ATM Network with the aims to 
reducing the congestion of Enugu ATM Network. The results of the research reveal the minimization of congestion 
application model for Enugu ATM using optimization and Neuro-fuzzy. The result shows that congestion control 
model with Optimization and Neuro-fuzzy were 0.00003153 and 0.00002098 respectively. The ATM Congestion 
was reduced by 0.0000105, which is 18.2% decrease after Neuro-fuzzy controller was used. The results show the 
application of Neuro-fuzzy model which can use to control and minimized the ATM Congestion of Enugu ATM 
Network. The result shows that when Neuro-fuzzy is applied the congestion and the packet queue length in the 
buffer will be minimized. 
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1. Introduction 
Congestion  normally occurred when the transmission Source rate exceeds the data capacity of the network. 
The degradation in performance is observed. Congestion is said to be occurred if network resources are not 
efficiently managed. If the source delivers at a rate higher than service rate of queue, then the size of queue will 
grow. If the size of queue is finite, then packets will experience delay & losses will occur. End users experience 
delay in delivery of packets, even loss of packets also occurred [3].  Networks that try to send more data than 
network capacity, lead to data loss and excessive delays in packet delivery [2]. Due to unstable fluctuations 
and burstiness of traffic flow in ATM networks, congestion occurs frequently [4]. There is choice that show the 
congestion and where can influence a choice of a control approach with respect to location [3]. Congestion 
control is a process in which networks  adjusts  the  amount  of  input data, so that the Quality of Service (QoS) 
is not degraded and simultaneously try to utilize the network resources efficiently [2].The ATM technique 
provides an attractive solution to the problem of integrating different types of services, with widely different bit-
rates, through common interface and switching fabrics. It is a compromise between packet switching and circuit 
switching techniques. The traffic control set functions must be provided by the ATM network to ensure the QoS 
of each service and to produce a high network utilization. The wide range of service characteristics, such as bit 
rates, burstiness factors, cell delay constraints (latency), cell loss tolerance (accuracy), and priority combined with 
the need for adaptive, and sometimes real-time services makes the use of traditional control methods very difficult. 
Although ATM networks can support a wide variety of transmission rates and provide transmission efficiency by 
asynchronous multiplexing, a cell might be lost in ATM switches if cells are excessively fed into the networks. 
In order to avoid this situation, the terminals are required to declare their transmission rates as traffic parameters, 
e.g., peak cell rate (PCR) and sustainable cell  rate (SCR), in  advance of transmission. According to these 
declarations of transmission rates, ATM switches judge whether the required QoS can be achieved. i f the QoS 
can be met without deteriorating those of the existing calls, then the call is admitted, otherwise it is rejected. 
This traffic control function for an ATM system, called connection admission control (CAC), decides whether 
to accept or reject a call based upon availability of capacity required to support its QoS. Thus an estimate of the 
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QoS is required based on monitoring traffic patterns and buffer status, which is important in determining the cell 
loss probability, cell delay and delay variations. 
The factor  like the traffic source descriptor, the intensity of current network congestion along of the incoming 
path call, and QoS requirements of the pre-existing and new calls is a stressful task for any mathematical model.  
Traffic Management and congestion control are major issues in ATM networks [1,8,11,20,17,21]. Congestion 
arises once incoming traffic to specific link is quite outgoing link capability. When congestion downside arises, 
cells square measure discarded while not being processed. The design of congestion control mechanism is essential 
not only for regulating traffic to prevent congestion but also for providing efficient and fair bandwidth allocation 
[6,19].  Among numerous congestion management mechanisms, rate base mechanisms square measure tested 
economical than different mechanisms. Rate based congestion control schemes are end-to-end feedback 
mechanisms, and the cell transmission rate of each source end system is regulated according to congestion 
feedback information returned by the network [3,8,15]. In rate primarily based congestion management schemes, 
supply finish system sporadically sends a Resource Management (RM) cell for each thirty one information cells. 
The RM cell is used to carry control and flow information over the connection between source and destination end 
systems [20]. The destination finish system sends associate degree RM cell with associate degree indicator 
showing the standing of traffic back to the supply finish system.  
     However the development of economic Network management resources is always stressful. With traditional 
network management methods it is difficult to obtain a comprehensive view of the state of the network and 
simultaneously this cover important detail from the traffic. When communication network is direct, The 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) generates a method that looks very promising from the perspective of traffic 
engineering.  ATM is a modern technology enabling the integration of different traffic types with a single 
communication network. ATM Networks is developed to carry voice, video and data traffics with high s peed links 
using short fixed size cells of 48 bytes of payload and 5 bytes of header. Therefore there are Various service classes 
which has been defined in ATM for traffic supports with different quality of service (QoS) requirements. These 
classes required constant bit rate (CBR), real-time variable rate (rt-VBR), non-real time variable bit rate (nrt-VBR), 
available bit rate (ABR) and unspecified bit rate (UBR). Of these, Available Bit Rate (ABR) service has been 
applied in order to support highly busty traffic data applications [11,27]. 
  
 
II. ATM Network Management 
ATM network management is always difficult due to the various kind of traffic expected on ATM networks; hence, 
the standard of the Quality of Service (QoS) is much more challenging. In order to meet their strict QoS 
requirements, CBR and VBR sources are guaranteed bandwidth when they are admitted into the network. UBR 
traffic is simply minimally supported by the network. The functions of CAC and traffic isolation mechanisms are 
to manage enough bandwidth for CBR and VBR services and to control ATM network. ABR congestion control 
aims to maintain maximum ABR by adjusting each ABR source rate based on the total traffic status of the network. 
ATM ABR supports these 3 methods of act congestion performance from ATM switches and destination end-
systems back to a supply device. These strategies names are binary, relative rate and explicit rate. 
The flow management mechanism supply router will transmit cell rate information written by the intermediate 
ATM NEs within the payload of the RM cell. The RM cell can now control traffic of the ATM congestion through 
ABR. Most importantly, the  flow-rate-control method is very important as a router places  in the current cell rate 
(CCR) field[12,13]. 
 
III. Related Works 
Researcher [28] realized the CAC via a probabilistic burstiness-curve, in which each session connection is defined 
by the buffer space and transmission bandwidth.  [32] presented a uniform CAC scheme based on a Chernoff 
bound method that uses a simple novel traffic model requiring only a few parameters. Evans and Everitt [17] 
focused on the newly-developed CDMA cellular networks and proposed an effective bandwidth-based CAC 
method. The decision-making nature of CAC has attracted many re- searchers to apply FLSs and neural networks 
to it. Fuzzy logic systems (FLSs) are program to represent and numerically manipulate linguistic rules in an 
exceedingly natural approach and for his ability to handle issues that standard management theory cannot approach 
successfully because the latter relies on a valid and accurate model which does not always exist, and, FLSs have 
also been extensively used in system modeling.[24].  [2], [9] proposed a power-spectrum based neural fuzzy CAC 
for ATM networks. They constructed a decision hyper plane of the CAC according to the parameters of the power 
spectrum. They devised rules which used the following type-1 fuzzy sets in antecedent’s sets: light load, medium 
load, and heavy load and the following type1 fuzzy sets in consequent sets: straightly reject, weakly reject, weakly 
accept, and straightly accept. All of those rules are supported the information from one expert; however, words 
can mean different things to different people. 
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[21] studied the possibility distribution of cell loss as a function of the number of calls per class, by a fuzzy 
inference scheme based on the observed data of cell ratio (CLR), and obtained the upper bound of CLR. They 
applied fuzzy illation to estimate the chance distribution of CLR, that was then a basis for admission management 
selections. [14] also proposed a CAC scheme using a type-1 FLS to estimate the level of traffic burstiness; they 
estimated hurts parameters and used them for CAC in an adaptive environment. 
 
 [15]  proposed use  of fuzzy logic prediction on connection Admission  Control  (CAC)  and congestion control 
in high speed networks. Traffic predictions had been demonstrated with having the ability to improve system 
efficiency and QoS. Firstly   Fuzzy    Logic   predictor   was applied to congestion control in  which ABR queue 
was estimated one round trip time in advance. It was shown that fuzzy logic scheme decreased the convergence 
time & over all buffer needs as compared to traditional schemes. Secondly, they modelled traffic characteristic 
utilizing on-line  fuzzy-logic  predictor  on  CAC. By using simulation it was shown that fuzzy logic prediction 
enhanced the efficiency of both conventional as well as fuzzy based CAC. [2] described rate- feedback data  
flow control problem in one source single bottleneck communication system and  proposed a fuzzy logic based 
controller that ensures stability performance. Main advantage of proposed solution was its simplicity as compared   
to   other   methods.   It   was shown that proposed controller is robust to uncertainty caused by communication 
channel delay. It was also shown that proposed controller stabilizes the system and also ensures to asymptotically 
regulate queue length to a desired steady state value [29].  [16] described existing transport  layer  protocols  which 
performed well for most problems, but still offers some problems. As Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) tracks 
the current state of network situation & can act appreciably to sign of congestion. TCP serves data-oriented 
applications very  well  but  can  lead  to low quality for streaming media applications such as real-time video. 
The other  protocol  that  was  discussed  is UDP, which is not friendly to TCP flows but ensures good provision 
for streaming media application and can cause congestion collapse problem. Author proposed a new protocol that 
utilizes Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) which by using network information such as available bandwidth, packet 
loss rate and round trip time generated the send rate to meet the requested rate in smooth way without wasting 
network resources. Author showed using simulation that controller reduces the chances of congestion collapse 
from undelivered packets, reacted to  changes in  network smoother than AIMD scheme utilized in TCP, provides 
incentive to application to use congestion control by utilizing network better than TCP and remains friendly to 
TCP flows [30][31]. 
 
II Fuzzy modeling 
The Application require mathematical model which corresponds to the actual inputs to outputs, 
where the aims is to approximate a function y=f(x) with input x= (x1,x2---xn).  
If x1 is C1j AND x2 is c2j 
So, xn is cnj [19] 
THEN: yj is Dj, where Cij is a membership function of the input xi and cj with ouput Dj. The 
defuzzifier is: 
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Vi(y) represent the degree of membership of the output yj to Cj 
)(xij  represent degree of membership of input xi to the fuzzy set cij. 
III Neurofuzzy Models 
Neuro fuzzy  models  [28] have been applied successfully in non-linear  model based  techniques  [22].  
This  provide optimization model  for  the parameter in the fuzzy system which gives the 
best f i ts[20] .  These models may be formulated as an Adaptive  Neuro-Fuzzy  Inference  System  
(ANFIS)  [18].   ANFIS  is presented  as an  example  with  N input  variables,  one output variable and 
five layers.  The first layer is composed of membership functions Auij , defined by the membership  
degree[24] 
µAuij   : ui ∈ R −→ µAuij (ui) ∈ R           
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 Figure1: Fuzzy Neural  Network  [18] 
The output of each node i is µAuij (ui), the membership degree of ui. For the definition of these 
membership functions,  some standard types are used.  In this work, gaussian membership functions 
are used. The second layer has nodes labelled with Π which implement fuzzy inference machine.  For 
example, if logical operation  AND  is carried out by multiplication, the output of each node j of this 
layer is: 
ωj  = µAu1j (u1)·µAu2j (u2)·...·µAuN j (uN )                           (3) 
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The fourth layer has adaptive nodes: 
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Fuzzy Neural Networks (FNN) combine  the capability  of uncertainty handling in information  with 
learning  skills [18], [6]. Recurrent Fuzzy Neural Networks (RFNN) have demonstrated to be better at 
getting all the dynamics of nonlinear systems.  They are systems which have the same advantages as 
recurrent neural networks [5],[7]. RFNN are also named Fuzzy Dynamical Systems and extend the 
application domain  of FNN  to temporal  problems.   Feedback allows the capture of dynamics and change. 
In the neurofuzzy model proposed by Takagi-Sugeno(TS),  the structure of antecedent describes fuzzy 
regions in the input  space, and the one of consequent presents non-fuzzy functions of the model inputs.  
If recurrent functions with NARMAX structure (Non-linear  Auto  Regressive Moving Average with 
eXogenous input ) of the kind: 
yˆ(k + 1) = f (y(k), ..., y(k − m), u(k), ..., u(k − n)) 
 
are used, being u, y for each rule the  inputs  and outputs  of the  system respectively, the system 
may be described by the following way: 
IF x1(k)  is F1j , ..., and xn(k) is Fnj , 
THEN: yj (k) = aj (z
−1)y(k − 1) + bj (z
−1 )u(k − d) + cj 
With aj (z
−1
) = a1j  + a2j z
−1 
+ ... + an j z
−(ny −1)  and bj (z
−1
) = b0j  + b1j z
−1 
+ b2j z
−2  
+ 
... + bn  j z
−nu   and where X (k) = [x1(k)x2 (k)...xn(k)]
T  
is the  input vector of the neurofuzzy 
system in the instant k, Fij  is the fuzzy set respective  to  xi(k) on the  rule j, yj (k)  is the  output 
of the  model respective  to the  operating  region associated  to the  rule,  d is the  dead  time  and  cj  
is a constant term.  If µij (k)  is the membership  degree of xj (k)  in the fuzzy set Fij  and the number  
of implications  or rules is L, the RFNN complete model is possibly described by: 
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IV.  Materials and Method 
This paper develops comparative analysis of Neuro-fuzzy and Optimization control for ATM Network 
Congestion.  The control optimization was designed to minimized congestion occurs, and the packets 
accumulate in the buffer allocated for that link. The feedback  mechanism for  the  input  rate  regulation  
is  provided  by means  of control units emitted periodically by each source. The congestion control 
scheme for ATM Network was analyzed using MATLAB/SIMULINK Software. 
A. Mathematical Model of Congestion  Control. 
These special units travel along the same path as data packets. However, unlike data packets, they are 
not stored in the queues at the intermediate nodes. Instead, once they appear at the node input link and 
the feedback information is incorporated, they are immediately transferred at the appropriate output port. 
As soon as control units reach the destination, they are turned back to be retrieved at the origin, and to be 
used for the transfer speed adjustment round trip time after they have been generated. The packet queue 
length in the buffer, which at time nT will be denoted as z(nT), and its demand value yd, are used to 
calculate the current amount of data u(nT) to be sent by the sources. The mth share of the total amount, 
u(kT)/m, is recorded as the feedback information in every management unit passing through the node[25]. 
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The Network can be described in a state space as  
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B. Optimization Modeling 
The empirical or measured data collected from Enugu MTN Network was used to develop a Mathematical model 
for minimizing the congestion of the ATM Network using Linear Programing.  
Maximize Z = 452X1 + 595X2 + 576X3 + 734X4  
 Subject to 
 452X1 + 595X2 + 576X3 + 734X4  ≤ 0.07681 
452X1 + 595X2 + 576X3 + 734X4 ≤ 0.06695 
452X1 + 595X2 + 576X3 + 734X4 ≤ 0.2111 
452X1 + 595X2 + 576X3 + 734X4 ≤  0.06027 
Where X1 to X4 is congestion for four days 
Z is the total congestion experienced for the four days 
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Fig 1 optimized the congestion from the characterized network. 
Fig 1 shows optimized congestion from the characterized network for four days. The congestion result obtained in 
four days are X1= 0.00003153, X2=0.00002576, X3=0.00002663 and X4 = 0.00002080.respectively.  
Table 1 Comparing reduction of congestion in optimized congestion control scheme for ATM network without 
and with neuro- fuzzy controller 
OPTIMIZED CONGESTION NEURO-FUZZY 
CONGESTION 
NUMBER OF USERS 
0.00003153 0.00002098 1 
0.00002978 0.00001982 2 
0.00002663 0.00001772 3 
0.00002090 0.00001391 4 
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Fig 2 designed fuzzy rule to reduce congestion in ATM network using neuro- fuzzy 
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Fig 3 trained  rules in ANN for optimized congestion control scheme for ATM network without using neuro- 
fuzzy 
 
 
Fig 4 designed Simulink model for optimized congestion control scheme for ATM network using neuro 
fuzzy 
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Fig 5 Comparing reduction of congestion in optimized congestion control scheme for ATM network without 
and with neuro- fuzzy controller. 
 
V. Discussion of Result 
Fig 1 shows optimized congestion from the characterized network for four days. The congestion result obtained in 
four days are X1= 0.00003153, X2=0.00002576, X3=0.00002663 and X4 = 0.00002080.respectively. This shows 
that congestion was reduced when optimized. 
Fig 2 shows designed fuzzy rule to reduce congestion in ATM network using neuro-fuzzy. This shows the rules 
that that will reduce the optimized congestion in the ATM network. 
Fig 3 shows trained  rules in ANN for optimized congestion control scheme for ATM network without using neuro- 
fuzzy. This trained rules  helps to maintain stable and free network. 
Fig 4 shows designed simulink model for optimized congestion control scheme for ATM network . When the 
optimization model was used, the congestions observed in four days are 0.00003153, 0.00002978, 0.00002663, 
0.00002090 and 0.00002098, 0.00001982, 0.00001772, 0.00001391 respectively when Neuro-fuzzy controller was 
used . This result obtained is better than the field congestion computed. 
Fig 5 shows designed Simulink model for optimized congestion control scheme for ATM network using neuro-
fuzzy.  This shows the simulated congestion result when neuro -fuzzy was incorporated  in the system. therefore 
there is reduction in congestion when neuro- fuzzy is imbibed in the system than when optimization only is used. 
 
Conclusion 
ATM Congestion always occurred when the transmission rate increased the data handling capacity of 
the network. Congestion normally arises when the network resources are not managed efficiently. 
Therefore if the source deliver at a speed higher then service rate queue, the queue size will be higher. 
Also if the queue size is finite, then the packet will observed delay. MATLAB Software was used to carry 
out simulations to develop Congestion control optimization Scheme for ATM Network with the aims to reducing 
the congestion of Enugu ATM Network. The results of the research reveal the minimization of congestion 
application model for Enugu ATM using optimization and Neuro-fuzzy. The result showed that congestion 
optimization control model with Optimization and Neuro-fuzzy  were 0.00003153 and 0.00002098  respectively. 
The ATM Congestion was reduced by 0.0000105, which is 18.2% decrease after Neuro-fuzzy controller was 
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used. The results show the application of Neuro-fuzzy model which can used to control and minimized the ATM 
Congestion. The result show that when  Neuro-fuzzy is applied the congestion will be minimized packet queue 
length in the buffer  is  control then ATM Congestion will be minimal.  
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